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First a novel sketch filter based on the maximum filter is proposed. The
proposed sketch filter implicitly calculates the complexity of local area,
and results in an image which expresses edges and textures as an artist
draws a sketch with a pencil. It is then proposed to apply the sketch
filter for edge feature extraction, colour pencil drawing, and the anima-
tion filtered image. The proposed algorithms work automatically
without any interaction and demonstrate impressive results for
rendering applications, while requiring a much smaller amount of
computations compared to existing schemes.

Introduction: Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) technology was
developed to represent effects such as sketches, drawings, and animated
cartoons [1–4]. In [3], a scheme for line drawing from photographs
using a flow-based filter was presented. A pencil drawing rendering
scheme in [4] requires interactive colorisation and does not work auto-
matically. A texture feature extraction method was presented for image
retrieval applications, where the feature vectors have scale and rotation
invariant characteristics using the Gabor wavelet transform [5]. The
main purpose of these existing schemes was to represent features for
artistic representation. However, it was difficult to extend the resulting
image for other rendering applications using existing schemes.
Moreover, existing schemes require a relatively large amount of
computations.

This Letter first proposes a novel sketch filter which expresses the
characteristics of edges and textures. Then we propose to apply the
sketch filtered image for edge feature extraction, colour pencil
drawing, and the animation filtered image.

Sketch filter: The proposed sketch filter is performed using the
maximum filter. Let f (x, y) represent the original image at coordinate
(x, y). The range of f (x, y) is [0, M ], where M is the maximum intensity
level and is 255 for typical 8-bit images. The maximum filtered image
m(x, y) from f (x, y) is defined as

m(x, y) = max
(u,v)[w(x,y)

{f (u, v)} (1)

where w(x, y) is the filter window (mask) containing the coordinate
(x, y).

In (1), the maximum filter operation increases the values for f (x, y) in
the complex area and keeps the values similar to f (x, y) in the smooth
area. In any case, m(x, y)≥ f (x, y).

We propose to obtain the sketch filtered image s(x, y) using the
maximum filtered image m(x, y) as

s(x, y) = M · f (x, y)
m(x, y) (2)

The value s(x, y) approaches 0 in the complex area as m(x, y) becomes
much larger than f (x, y). On the other hand, s(x, y) approaches M in the
smooth area since m(x, y)≃ f (x, y). Since m(x, y)≥ f (x, y)≥ 0, s(x, y)
would be in the range of [0, M ]. The complex area corresponds to the
edge area in an image. Hence the sketch filtered value becomes
smaller in the edge area. In the sketch filtered image, the edge area
will be displayed with smaller value (darker area), and the smooth
area will be displayed with larger value (brighter area). Hence the
image s(x, y) naturally represents the effects as an artist draws the
sketch with a pencil, and that is why we call s(x, y) the sketch filtered
image. If the sketch filter is applied for the RGB component separately
in a colour image, the resulting image would look as the drawing using
colour pencils.

Edge feature extraction: Edges correspond to discontinuous locations
of intensity levels in an image. In the edge area, the maximum filtered
value becomes larger and the sketch filtered value becomes smaller.
Hence the sketch filter can be employed for edge feature extraction.
We propose to perform the edge feature extraction simply as

e(x, y) = 1, if (s(x, y) , T )
0, otherwise

{
(3)
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where T is a threshold value. If the e(x, y) value is 1, it is an edge
location, and can be displayed as black in the edge image.

Animation filter: Before introducing the animation filter, a clipping
operation can be defined as

G(x) = M , if x . M
x, otherwise

{
(4)

We propose to obtain the animation filtered image g(x, y) as the
combination of s(x, y) and f (x, y) as

g(x, y) = G(a · s(x, y) + (1− a) · f (x, y)) (5)

where Γ(·) represents the clipping operation in (4) and α is a weighting
factor. As the α value becomes larger, there will be more weight on
s(x, y) and the g(x, y) image will have more effects as animation. On
the other hand, as the α value becomes smaller, the g(x, y) image will
be more similar to the original image f (x, y).

Experimental results: We performed experiments for the proposed filter
algorithms on the Bikes image. Figs. 1a and b represent the original grey
and colour images of Bikes, respectively.

a b

Fig. 1 Original grey and colour images for Bikes

a Original grey (mono-chrome) image
b Original colour image with RGB components

Figs. 2a and b are the sketch filtered images from the original image
in Fig. 1a using the algorithm in (2) with 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 windows,
respectively. Figs. 2a and b represent the effects as an artist draws a
sketch with a pencil and expresses the characteristics of edges and
textures.

a b

Fig. 2 Sketch filtered images using (2)

a With 5 × 5 window
b With 7 × 7 window

Fig. 3 shows the histogram for the sketch filtered image in Fig. 2a.
The number of pixels with small values, the left part of the histogram,
is relatively small and these pixels generally correspond to edge and
texture area. In contrast, the number of pixels with large values, the
right part of the histogram, is relatively large and these pixels generally
correspond to the smooth area. We can divide the histogram of the
sketch filtered image into the left part (complex area) and the right
part (smooth area) by a threshold as in (3) for edge feature extraction.
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Fig. 3 Histogram for sketch filtered image

Fig. 4 shows the edge feature images from the original image in
Fig. 2a by applying the simple algorithm in (3). In Fig. 4, edge pixels
are displayed as black. As the threshold value T becomes larger as in
Fig. 4b, there will be more pixels in the complex area and edges
become thicker.

a b

Fig. 4 Edge feature images using (3)

a With 5 × 5 window and T = 120
b With 5 × 5 window and T = 180

Figs. 5a and b show the resulting images generated from the original
colour image in Fig. 1b by applying the sketch filter in (2) for each RGB
component separately. Figs. 5a and b look as an artist draws with colour
pencils. As the window size becomes larger, edges are more emphasised
as in Fig. 5b.

a b

Fig. 5 Sketch filtered images for colour image

a With 5 × 5 window
b With 7 × 7 window

Figs. 6a and b are the animation filtered images by combining the
sketch filtered image in Fig. 5a and the original color image in
Fig. 1b using (5). The animation filter converts the sketch filtered
image into a more realistic image with rendering effects. As the weight-
ing factor α becomes larger, the animation filtered image shows more
rendering effects as in Fig. 6b compared to Fig. 6a.
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Fig. 6 Animation filtered images using (5)

a With 5 × 5 window and α = 0.5
b With 5 × 5 window and α = 0.8

Conclusion: We first proposed the novel sketch filter using the
maximum filter. The window size for the maximum filter determines
the amount of emphasis on edges. Then we proposed to extend the
sketch filtered image for simple edge feature extraction, colour pencil
drawing, and the animation filtered image. The proposed algorithms
can be implemented with a much smaller amount of computations com-
pared to existing schemes. The proposed rendering algorithms work
automatically without any interaction with users. Our methods can be
extended for image enhancement and computer graphics applications
as future work.
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